We take seriously the interaction between history, science and art at the Lloyd, as we support and celebrate medical history, the environment, food sustainability, technological advances, ethics and art. Join us in exploring these topics.

Eclecticism and Equality

When: Wednesday, April 13, 7-8 p.m.
Where: Virtual Lecture

The medical movement known as Eclecticism, or Eclectic medicine, had a major center in Cincinnati during the 19th and early 20th centuries. Known for many advancements, Eclecticism is noteworthy for its ethic of inclusivity, summed up by the term "kindly medicine". Dr. Amy Welling Gregg, senior associate lecturer in the College of Pharmacy at The Ohio State University, explores how the Eclectics were ahead of their time in their approach to both medical education and patient care.

Registration required.

Monitoring Technology for Migrant Bird Conservation

When: Thursday, April 21, 7-8 p.m.
Where: In Person at the Lloyd Library and also Offered Virtually

We are in dire risk of losing many of our migrant birds, particularly the long-distance migrants.
David Russell, biology professor at Miami University, master bird bander and co-founder of the Avian Research and Education Institute (AREI), discusses conservation strategies to mitigate our bird losses, and new monitoring technologies that have given tremendous new insights into bird migration and offer a brighter future in bird conservation. Register for the in-person event here.

This program is also offered virtually. Register for the virtual version of this event here.

---

**Lloyd Artists and Exhibit Featured in CityBeat**

The Lloyd's *On the Wing* exhibition makes the spotlight in a feature article in *CityBeat* magazine. Writer Mackenzie Manley interviews artists Shae and Alex Warnick for their personal perspectives on the creative process. The Warnicks join the long and vibrant lineage of artists who capture nature in their brushstrokes with ten of their works displayed in *On the Wing*, including Shae's painting “Turtledoves in Angel Trumpets” pictured here. Visit this exhibit of original artwork, taxidermy and rare books now through June 18. To learn more about Shae Warnick’s creative process, watch the lecture *Sentimental Science* on our YouTube channel.

---

**Congrats to Best of Cincinnati Winners**

Two of our good friends were recently selected as part of *CityBeat’s Best of Cincinnati* issue. Urban farmer Domonique Peebles wins “Best Use of Vacant Land Turned Urban Farm” (page 43). To hear Dom talk about his work, check out our podcast, and panel discussion on our YouTube channel. Professor Gene Kritsky is named in “Best Cicada Invasion” (page 48). Watch his lecture *Emerging Cicadas at the Lloyd* on YouTube. We couldn’t agree more with these well-deserved awards.
Come visit--the Lloyd will be open this Saturday, April 16
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Stay Connected

Support the Lloyd through a Membership or Donation